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a b s t r a c t
Globally, crop diseases result in signiﬁcant losses in crop yields. To properly target interventions to
control crop diseases, it is important to map diseases at a high resolution. However, many surveys of
crop diseases pose challenges to mapping because available observations are only proxies of the actual
disease, observations often are not normally distributed and because typically convenience sampling
is applied, leading to spatially clustered observations and large areas without observations. This paper
addresses these challenges by applying a geostatistical methodology for disease incidence mapping.
The methodology is illustrated for the case of bacterial wilt of banana (BWB) caused by Xanthomonas
campestris pv. musacearum in the East African highlands. In a survey using convenience sampling, 1350
banana producing farmers were asked to estimate the percentage yield loss due to bacterial wilt. To deal
with the non-normal distribution of the data, the percentages were classiﬁed into two binary variables,
indicating whether or not the disease occurred and whether or not the yield loss was severe. To improve
the spatial prediction of disease incidence in areas with low sampling density, the target variables were
correlated in a logistic regression to a range of environmental variables, for which maps were available.
Subsequently, the residuals of the regression analysis were interpolated using simple kriging. Finally,
the interpolated residuals were added to the regression predictions. This so-called indicator regression
kriging approach resulted in continuous maps of disease incidence. Cross-validation showed that the
method yields unbiased predictions and correctly assesses the prediction accuracy. The geostatistical
mapping is also more accurate than conventional mapping, which uses the mean of observations within
districts as the predicted value for all locations within the district, although the accuracy improvement
is not very large. The maps were also spatially aggregated to district level to support regional decisionmaking. The analysis showed that the disease is widespread on banana farms throughout the study area
and can locally reach severe levels.
© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Despite years of agricultural research, diseases, pests, and
weeds still seriously hamper agricultural productivity. In literature
reviewed by Savary et al. (2012) direct yield losses caused by diseases, animals, and weeds are estimated to be responsible for losses
ranging between 20% and 40% of global agricultural productivity.
Large yield gaps, i.e., substantially lower actual yields compared to
their potential (Van Ittersum et al., 2012; Spiertz, 2012), are particularly found in regions with low external inputs, such as Eastern
Africa. Reducing the yield gap in Africa scores high on the politi-
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cal agenda, considering the serious problems around food security
(Ozor et al., 2014) and the importance of agriculture for the national
economies (agriculture employs the majority of the workforce and
contributes signiﬁcantly to the gross domestic product) (AfDB et al.,
2015). Crop diseases are among the main causes of yield gaps (Van
Ittersum et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2015). To allow extension ofﬁcers and policy makers to act better informed and to target pests
and diseases efﬁciently, it is necessary to map the distribution and
extent of crop diseases. This supports the design and allocation
of proper management measures and effective policies. Regional
datasets on crop diseases collected through farm surveys provide
valuable information to generate disease maps. However, these
datasets have a number of characteristics that hamper mapping
(Bouwmeester et al., 2012):
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• Surveys rarely focus on diseases directly and often make use of
proxies based on symptoms or estimated yield loss. These proxies
are subsequently interpreted as indicators of disease incidence.
For example, Legg et al. (2006) reviewed the literature reporting on the spread of Cassava Mosaic Virus and show that a range
of different methods to describe the virus incidence were used,
ranging from ELISA-based diagnostics, nucleic acid-based techniques, but also the registration of whiteﬂy, the vector of CMV,
and disease symptoms. Brentu et al. (2012) used the percentage
of affected citrus trees with Citrus Black Spot as a proxy for crop
loss. Disease symptoms also do not distinguish between different causal agents and may be the result of multiple interacting
microbes rather than a single one, which hampers attribution of
disease incidence to a single cause, such as BWB.
• Data on crop diseases are often qualitative (e.g., low, medium,
high disease severity) or binary (absent or present). For example,
Zinga et al. (2013) scored the severity of Cassava Mosaic Disease
from 1 (asymptomatic) to 5 (most severely diseased).
• If data are quantitative, they are rarely normally distributed
and often present a large number of zeros. These data characteristics require speciﬁc statistical methodologies and tailored
approaches.
• Data are mostly collected through a convenience sample (e.g.,
Thompson et al., 2011) as terrain accessibility is problematic
and resources do not allow for sampling design optimization for
mapping purposes. This often results in an uneven geographical
distribution of points and/or clustered data.
• The data often present a high short-distance variability, as illustrated by a case study for palm oil by Rakib et al. (2014).
The above limitations of survey data are often the result of
choices in the survey design while dealing with the trade-off
between resource availability and data quality requirements. Limited resources may force surveyors to measure proxies of a disease
and use convenience sampling. Nevertheless, despite the practical
problems with data collection, several studies used survey data to
map crop diseases in Eastern Africa. Tusheremereirwe et al. (2006)
created maps of bacterial wilt in banana in Uganda, Night et al.
(2011) created maps of cassava mosaic disease and cassava brown
streak disease in Rwanda, and Legg et al. (2006) created maps for
the same cassava diseases for East and Central Africa. Most studies
calculate the arithmetic mean of the crop disease parameter in an
area delineated by administrative boundaries. However, this conventional method does not address the limitations listed above, and
does not quantify the uncertainty associated with the maps.
The objective of this study is to apply a geostatistical methodology to map disease patterns while dealing with the aforementioned
limitations in survey design as adequately as possible. Similar approaches but with different limitations and applications
are reported in Munar-Vivas et al. (2010), Park et al. (2012),
Lamichhane et al. (2013), and Rees et al. (2014). The methodology is illustrated with a case study on bacterial wilt of banana
(BWB) caused by Xanthomonas campestris pv. musacearum in the
East African highlands. BWB is considered to be one of the major
threats to banana yields in the region (Blomme et al., 2014; Biruma
et al., 2007). The East African highlands is the largest banana producing and consuming region of Africa (FAO, 2012). Up to 60% of the
caloric intake of the rural population consists of banana products
and bananas are an important cash–crop (Abele et al., 2008). BWB
affects all banana cultivars and causes rotting of the banana bunch,
yellowing of the leaves and eventually dying of the mother plant. It
causes immediate yield losses but also impacts the plant production
cycle on the long term. BWB was introduced to Africa in the 1960s
in Ethiopia, where it stayed and did not spread until it was reported
in Uganda in 2001, from where it quickly spread to the Democratic
Republic of Congo, Rwanda, Tanzania, Kenya, and Burundi (Tripathi

et al., 2009). Blomme et al. (2013) identify regular surveillance, the
supply of clean planting material and phytosanitary measures as
crucial to control diseases such as BWB and maintain a healthy
banana sector in Africa. Maps on disease distribution and damage
are required to guide these management measures. We explore
the use of indicator regression kriging for mapping and compare
the results with conventional mapping methods. The performance
of both mapping methods is evaluated using a visual interpretation
and cross-validation.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Study area
The study area (Fig. 1) is part of the East African highlands and
includes Rwanda, Burundi and the main banana growing areas
in Western Kenya, Southern Uganda and Northern Tanzania. The
East African highlands are part of the African Rift System with
Lake Victoria as the central basin. The area has a diverse agroecology, resulting from large variation in altitude (546–4610 m
above sea level (m.a.s.l.); CGIAR-CSI, 2008), mean annual rainfall
(492–2250 mm; Hijmans et al., 2005) and mean annual temperature (from 3.0 to 25.9 ◦ C; Hijmans et al., 2005). A large part of
the area is very suitable for growing crops such as banana, maize
and cassava because of fertile soils and high rainfall. Agriculture in
the region can be characterized as subsistence farming with complex mixed cropping. Areas above 2500 m.a.s.l. are excluded from
the study area as these are deemed unsuitable for banana production. The study area is delimited and stratiﬁed using administrative
boundaries. For Tanzania, Kenya and Uganda the boundaries correspond to district boundaries, for Rwanda to the prefecture
boundaries and for Burundi to the provincial boundaries (derived
from Hijmans et al., 2013). For simplicity we will refer to the administrative regions as districts in the remainder of this article.
2.2. Farm survey
The disease incidence dataset was collected by the Crisis Crop
Control Program (Abele et al., 2007). This program carried out a
large scale survey in banana and cassava growing areas in Burundi,
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania and
Uganda. A total of 2871 farms were surveyed between July 2006 and
July 2007. The survey resulted in a database with information on
household characteristics, crop yields and food security. BWB incidence was not measured directly in the ﬁeld but a proxy related to
yield loss was included. Farmers were asked to estimate the yield
loss due to BWB as a percentage of their total banana yield. Farm
locations were recorded using a handheld GPS. From the overall
survey, 1350 farms were located within the study area and included
banana cultivation. The spatial distribution of these farms (Fig. 1)
clearly shows that sampling took place along the major routes
using a convenience sample. Descriptive statistics of disease incidence are presented in Table 1. Almost a third of the selected farms
were infected with BWB, with some experiencing a 100% yield loss
(Fig. 2). However, large regional differences were found. In Uganda,
almost 70% of the farmers experienced yield losses. For the other
countries yield losses were much smaller, with average losses not
exceeding 10% and with median scores of 0%. Locally, however, the
losses were considerable and frequently exceeded 50%.
The survey included several of the commonly occurring limitations to disease mapping described in the Introduction: a
convenience sample where a proxy of disease incidence in terms of
yield loss was used and that presents a non-normal distribution and
high short-distance variability. Despite some of the characteristics
of the dataset, the conventional approach of describing the spatial
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Fig. 1. Map of the East African highlands and altitude. Black dots are observation locations of BWB observations.

Table 1
Descriptive statistics of BWB incidence (expressed in% yield loss) in the East African highlands, where T0 (presence/absence with threshold at 0%) and T25 (severe/not severe
with threshold at 25%) are the proportions of observations.
Country

N

Mean

Std. dev.

Median

Min.

Max.

Burundi
Kenya
Rwanda
Tanzania
Uganda
Study area

135
213
125
548
329
1350

6.7
2.8
2.0
7.6
20.8
8.0

19.6
9.9
9.5
20.1
19.9
15.8

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
25.2
5.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

100.0
80.0
67.0
100.0
97.0
89.0

distribution and incidence of crop diseases is to take the arithmetic
mean of observations located in an area delineated with administrative boundaries (Tripathi et al., 2009; Bouwmeester et al., 2010;
Legg et al., 2006; Night et al., 2011; Tusheremereirwe et al., 2006).

2.3. Mapping disease incidence
We propose to use indicator regression kriging to deal with
some of the speciﬁc characteristics of the survey data. Indicator
regression kriging is a geostatistical interpolation method that can
spatially interpolate a binary response variable, making use of point
observations of the target variable and auxiliary data (Goovaerts,
1997; Hengl et al., 2004; Webster and Oliver, 2007). The methodology to map disease incidence involves four stages. In the ﬁrst
stage, exploratory data analysis is done and the disease incidence
observations are transformed into binary variables. The second
stage regresses these binary variables to auxiliary environmental

Skewness
100
80
67
100
97
89

T0

T25

0.26
0.13
0.08
0.16
0.72
0.29

0.08
0.04
0.03
0.13
0.39
0.16

covariates (e.g., terrain, land cover, agro-ecology). These auxiliary
covariates must be available as maps, i.e. they must be spatially
exhaustive. Since the dependent variable is binary, logistic regression is used. In the third stage the regression model is applied to
create an initial map of disease incidence. Finally, in the fourth
stage, the regression residuals are interpolated using kriging and
added to the regression maps to further improve the spatial prediction of disease incidence.

2.3.1. Data transformation
In general, data transformations aim to transform the data such
that they are suitable for a particular statistical technique. In this
case, BWB incidence presented a large number of zeros in combination with a very skewed distribution (Fig. 2). Such distributions
cannot easily be transformed to normality. Therefore, the variable
was transformed into two binary variables. The ﬁrst variable (T0)
represents the presence/absence of BWB, while the second vari-
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Fig. 2. Histogram of original BWB incidence value and pie charts of binary variables T0, indicating presence/absence of BWB, and T25, indicating a BWB severity of 25% or
greater.

able (T25) represents the severity of the disease, being higher or
lower than 25%. An, admittedly arbitrary, threshold of 25% was
chosen under the assumption that crop yields are reduced to a
‘severe’ level above this threshold. For disease management and
possible policy intervention, T0 and T25 tell two different stories:
T0 provides important information on the spatial distribution of
the disease whereas T25 indicates the direct impact of the disease
on crop yields.

2.3.2. Regression analysis
Regression analyses predicts T0 and T25 at unobserved locations
based on their relationship with environmental characteristics. In
total, 13 environmental variables were selected (Table 2) that were
thought to have a plausible and signiﬁcant relationship with BWB
and for which maps were available in the public domain. These
environmental maps function as so-called ‘covariates’. The selection of the covariates was based on literature data and expert
knowledge. Biruma et al. (2007) reported a relationship between
BWB and altitude and precipitation. The spatial pattern of the
observations suggest a relationship between BWB and latitude and
longitude, while also similar values appear to be spatially clustered.
Vegetation cover is derived from satellite images in terms of the
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI). NDVI and temperature were selected as covariates because these inﬂuence the
habitat conditions of the host and disease. In addition, the squared
temperature, precipitation and vegetation cover were included to
account for potential nonlinear relationships.
An overlay of the survey locations and covariates resulted in a
database with disease incidence and covariates that serve as input
for ﬁtting the logistic regression models. We only brieﬂy review the

theory and practical application of logistic regression because these
are well-described in the literature (e.g., Hosmer and Lemeshow,
2000).
The outcome of a binary response variable is either 0 or 1. The
probability of the outcome being 1 is characterized by p, where
0 ≤ p ≤ 1. Logistic regression assumes that the logit transform of p
is a linear function of the covariates:

logit (p) ≡ log

 p 
1−p

=

m


ˇi × xi = xT × ˇ

(1)

i=0

where m is the number of covariates, T denotes transpose, and
where x is a vector of covariates and ˇ a vector of regression coefﬁcients. Note that, x0 is taken as unity so that ˇ0 is the intercept
of the regression. The regression coefﬁcients are estimated using
the maximum likelihood principle. The signiﬁcance of the logistic regression model can be expressed with the deviance statistic,
which is calculated by comparing the log-likelihood of the ﬁtted
model with that of the saturated model (i.e., the model that contains
as many parameters as there are observations and thus perfectly
reproduces the observations):
D = −2 log

 likelihood ﬁtted model 
likelihood saturated model

(2)

The ratio in Eq. (2) is the so-called likelihood ratio. The deviance
statistic D is a goodness-of-ﬁt measure, with low values of D indicating a better ﬁt. The goodness-of-ﬁt of competing models can
now be compared by assessing the change in deviance as a result
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Table 2
Environmental covariates used for the regression analysis of BWB incidence in the East African highlands.
Variable Description

resolutionsource

Altitude above sea level (m)
3 arc s
ALT
PREC
Mean annual precipitation (mm)
30 arc s
PRECSQ PREC squared (mm2 )
30 arc s
PRECMIN Mean precipitation of driest month (mm)
30 arc s
PRECVAR Precipitation seasonality (i.e., coefﬁcient of variation, mm)
30 arc s
LONG
Longitude position (m)
Latitude position (m)
LAT
Mean monthly Normalized Differential Vegetation Index (derived from SPOT images over period 2001–2005) (−)30 arc s
NDVI
NDVISQ NDVI squared (−)
30 arc s
TEMP
Mean annual temperature (◦ C)
30 arc s
TEMPSQ TEMP squared (◦ C2 )
30 arc s
TEMPMINMean temperature of coldest month (◦ C)
30 arc s
TEMPVARTemperature seasonality (i.e., coefﬁcient of variation, ◦ C)
30 arc s

Table 3
Estimates and standard errors of coefﬁcients of the logistic regression models for T0
and T25. Interactions are indicated with the ‘:’ sign.
T0

Intercept
LAT
ALT
TEMP
TEMPSQ
TEMPVAR
TEMPMIN
PREC
PRECSQ
PRECMIN
PRECVAR
LAT:ALT
LAT:TEMP
LAT:TEMPSQ
LAT:PRECMIN
ALT:TEMPSQ
TEMP:PRECMIN
TEMPSQ:PRECMIN

T25

Coefﬁcient

SE

Coefﬁcient

SE

2.49E + 02
−5.62E − 06
−1.00E − 01
−1.67E + 00
2.97E − 03
2.41E − 03
1.06E − 01
1.82E − 02
−7.38E − 06
–
–
7.58E − 09
–
–
–
5.40E − 07
–
–

7.49e + 01
3.16E − 06
2.77E − 02
4.66E − 01
8.79E − 04
7.90E − 04
1.99E − 02
3.21E − 03
1.18E − 06
–
–
2.44E − 09
–
–
–
1.74E − 07
–
–

−5.06E + 03
5.23E − 04
–
4.75E + 01
−1.12E − 01
−3.33E − 03
1.23E − 01
1.34E − 02
−5.05E − 06
−6.65E + 00
5.38E − 02
–
−4.92E − 06
1.16E − 08
3.18E − 07
–
3.49E − 02
−8.65E − 05

2.31E + 03
2.38E-04
–
2.16E + 01
5.02E − 02
1.61E − 03
2.72E − 02
3.96E − 03
1.49E − 06
2.07E + 00
2.56E − 02
–
2.23E − 06
5.19E − 09
1.08E − 07
–
1.50E − 02
3.58E − 05

of including or excluding a covariate, using the so-called likelihood
ratio test (Hosmer and Lemeshow, 2000):
G = D (model without covariate) − D (model with covariate)

(3)

Under the null hypothesis that the regression coefﬁcient of the
additional covariate is zero, the likelihood ratio test statistic G
is Chi-square distributed. Thus, additional covariates will only be
included if this leads to a statistically signiﬁcant increase in G.
To apply a logistic regression model to T0 and T25 using the
binary variables from the 1350 farmers and the covariates given in
Table 3, we used the following procedure:
1 Fit a univariate logistic regression model between the response
variable (i.e., T0 or T25) and each individual covariate. The significance of each model is assessed with the Wald statistic, which
compares the estimated coefﬁcient to its standard error (Hosmer
and Lemeshow, 2000):

W=

ˆ
ˇ

 

(4)

ˆ
SE ˇ

2 Any covariate whose Wald statistic has a lower P-value than
0.25 is deemed signiﬁcant and kept when ﬁtting the multivariate model. Using a more conservative level (e.g., 0.05) often
fails to identify covariates known to be important (Mickey and
Greenland, 1989).

http://srtm.csi.cgiar.org
www.worldclim.org
www.worldclim.org
www.worldclim.org
www.worldclim.org
–
–
http://www.spot-vegetation.com/
www.worldclim.org
www.worldclim.org
www.worldclim.org
www.worldclim.org
www.worldclim.org

3 Fit a multivariate logistic regression model using all covariates
that were signiﬁcant in the univariate logistic regressions. Next
use stepwise regression to reduce the number of covariates, by
removing covariates that are not signiﬁcant at the P = 0.05 level,
one at a time.
4 Include two-way-interactions between covariates to check for
combined effects that improve the likelihood ratio. Initially, all
possible covariate interactions are examined. All interactions
with a P-value less than 0.05 are deemed signiﬁcant and included
in the model, again using a stepwise approach.
5 The goodness-of-ﬁt of the ﬁnal model is assessed in terms of
deviance and compared to the null model (i.e., the model without
covariates) using the likelihood ratio test.
2.3.3. Spatial interpolation of regression residuals
In most cases the regression model will only describe part of the
variation in the response variables, for a number of reasons:
1. Not all underlying processes that cause spatial variation in the
disease incidence are known (e.g., mode of transmission, susceptibility of the host plant).
2. Some processes may be known to be important but cannot be
represented by covariates because these are not available (e.g.,
cultivar distribution, farm management).
3. Environmental covariate maps representing underlying processes suffer from errors or do not have the appropriate scale
(e.g., banana cultivation areas).
In regression kriging, the regression residuals are interpolated
with kriging and used to correct the estimate of the regression model. Kriging predicts at unobserved locations by taking a
weighted average of the surrounding observations, where the kriging weights depend on the spatial correlation between the variable
at the prediction and observation locations. The spatial correlation
is characterized by the semivariogram that plots the semivariance,
i.e., a measure of the degree of variation, as a function of geographical distance (Goovaerts, 1997). In regression kriging, the residuals
from the regression analysis are used instead of the observations directly. We estimated the semivariogram model parameters
with restricted maximum likelihood using the GSTAT package in
R (Pebesma, 2004). The semivariogram model shape and range
were selected from 30 candidate semivariograms, using spherical,
exponential and circular models at different range values. The semivariogram model with the largest likelihood was selected. Next,
simple kriging of the regression residuals was applied since the
regression residuals have zero mean (Webster and Oliver, 2007):
ẐSK (x0 ) =

n

i=1

i × Z (xi )

(5)
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where ẐSK is the predicted value of the regression residual at prediction location x0 , the i . are kriging weights, and where the
xi (i = 1, · · ·, n) are observation locations. In our study, the residual stands for the observation minus the outcome of the regression
model, i.e. Z = T0-p̂ or Z = T25-p̂. The interpolated regression residuals are now added to the predictions from the logistic regression
model. In this study, the spatial resolution of all covariate maps was
converted to 2 km × 2 km.
2.4. Spatial aggregation
The high resolution prediction maps made with indicator
regression kriging may be too detailed and difﬁcult to translate into
clear-cut policy decisions or recommendations. Instead, maps that
show the severity of BWB per district could be used to allocate agricultural extension work and to target disease management policies
to those districts that need it most. As argued before, such maps
are usually made using conventional methods of arithmetic averaging of observations within districts, which ignores the limitations
set by the spatial conﬁguration of the observations (e.g., unevenly
distributed and clustered observations). These limitations can be
avoided by aggregating the predictions obtained with indicator
regression kriging for all cells within a district, by calculating:
pd =

N


pi × 100%

(6)

i=1

where pd is the aggregated district value, N is the number of cells
in the district and pi the predicted values of cell i of the district.
Thus, pd is the average value for all cells in a district and represents
the percentage of the area in the district with disease incidence
above the threshold. This aggregated average may be compared to
the ‘naive’ averages calculated with the conventional method. It is
expected that the resulting values will be different as the conventional method takes account of the observations only whereas the
geostatistical method uses covariates and spatial autocorrelation.
2.5. Accuracy of predictions
The accuracy of the predictions is assessed through a crossvalidation. For the conventional method the prediction error is
determined by calculating the arithmetic mean of each district as
described before, with the difference that now each observation
is one by one removed from the dataset before the mean is calculated. The value predicted for the observation location can then
be compared to the value that was actually observed. In seven districts only one observation was located. These observations were
excluded from the validation because no arithmetic mean could
be calculated for those districts if the observation was removed.
For the geostatistical method the prediction error is determined in
a similar way. A prediction is made for each observation location
without including the observation itself in the kriging procedure.
The value predicted can then be compared to the observed value.
Accuracy metrics that are computed from the comparison are the
Mean Error and Root Mean Squared Error.
3. Results
3.1. Exploratory data analysis and conventional mapping
The summary statistics in Table 1 and Fig. 2 reveal that BWB
incidence has a very skewed distribution with many cases where
no BWB was found. Fig. 3a and b show the results of applying the
conventional approach of calculating district averages of T0 and
T25 for the study area. From these ﬁgures it appears that:

• many districts are disease free, as none of the interviewed farmers
reported presence of BWB,
• for many districts no predictions are made, as no farmers were
interviewed in these districts,
• the disease appears to be spatially clustered, where adjacent districts often have similar disease values (although occasionally
adjacent districts have large differences in disease values), and
• although T0 and T25 show similar patterns, there is quite a difference in Burundi, where the disease is widespread but where
severe yield losses occur in only a relatively small number of
districts.
3.2. Regression analysis
A univariate logistic regression model was ﬁt for T0 and T25.
All covariates were highly signiﬁcant for T0 (all P < 0.00) and
included when ﬁtting the model. For T25 also all covariates were
included, although overall the signiﬁcance was lower (all P < 0.24).
The covariates themselves were often strongly cross-correlated.
Not surprisingly, the correlation was highest for the covariates that
were based on the same variable, such as the mean and minimum annual temperature (r = 0.91, P = 0.00). The correlation was
also high between precipitation variability and vegetation index
(r = −0.76, P = 0.00), but also for less obvious covariates, such as
precipitation variability and latitude (r = −0.86, P = 0.00). The initial multivariate logistic regression models for T0 and for T25
included all 13 covariates, but only the signiﬁcant ones were kept.
As explained in Section 2.3.2, two-way-interactions that were signiﬁcant were added to the models to further improve the likelihood
ratio. The ﬁnal models are presented in Table 3. The deviance of
the T0 model is 27.9% smaller than for the null model whereas the
deviance of the T25 model is 23.0% smaller. This indicates that the
covariates in both regression models explain a larger portion of the
variation than the null model. It also indicates that the T0 model
explains more of the spatial variation than the T25 model. Both
models are highly statistically signiﬁcant, partly as a result of the
large sample size. The regression maps for T0 and for T25 show
a similar spatial pattern with high values in the North-West and
low values predominately in the South. The similarity can partly be
explained by the fact that the input data of T0 and T25 are largely
identical, since only the observations differ where BWB is present
but its severity is lower than 25%. Noticeable is the ‘pepper and
salt’ structure, which results from the highly diverse environment
in the region and the resulting large spatial variation in covariate
maps over short distances.
3.3. Simple kriging of regression residuals
Semivariograms were calculated for the regression residuals of
T0 and T25 using restricted maximum likelihood (Fig. 4). For both
cases, the highest likelihoods were obtained using circular semivariogram models. For T0 a moderate spatial dependency was present
with a nugget to sill ratio of 50%. The spatial correlation for T25
was lower with a nugget to sill ratio of 62%. The nugget indicates
high variation between residuals at close distance. The range represents the maximum distance over which the residuals are still
correlated and was 14 km for T0 and 12 km for T25. The spatial
dependence of the regression residuals indicates presence of spatial
patterns caused by environmental factors that were not included
in the regression analysis.
3.4. Prediction maps
The regression map combined with the interpolated residuals
results in the ﬁnal prediction maps for both thresholds (Fig. 3c and
d). The predictions can be interpreted as the probability that a cell
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Fig. 3. Maps of BWB in the East African highlands as arithmetic mean per district in terms of T0 (a) and T25 (b), as regression kriging predictions in terms of T0 (c) and T25
(d), and as proportion of district in which BWB is present (e) and proportion of district in which BWB exceeds the 25% threshold (f).
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Fig. 4. Semivariograms for BWB for T0 (a: nugget = 0.069, sill = 0.138, range = 14 km) and T25 (b: nugget = 0.079, sill = 0.127, range = 12 km) for the East African highlands.

exceeds the threshold. For example, a T0 prediction value of 40%
indicates a 40% probability that farms in the cell are infected with
BWB. For T25, the predictions can be similarly interpreted as the
probability that a cell exceeds the 25% threshold. The patterns on
both maps are similar, though as expected the values on the T25
map are generally lower. The inﬂuence of regression is obvious as
the general pattern resembles that of the regression map alone.
Noticeable are the circular shaped patches of higher and lower values. These result from the kriging, are centered around observations
and are most pronounced when observation values are markedly
different from the regression predictions. The patches are circular
and not very large because the relatively small range of the semivariogram limits the zone of inﬂuence of observations. In principle,
the further away from an observation the less inﬂuence it has and
the more the covariates take over.
3.5. Spatial aggregation
The prediction maps of combined regression and interpolation
(Fig. 3c and d) are calculated for each individual cell. These high resolution maps were aggregated to 83 districts (Fig. 3e and f). These
maps can be interpreted as the proportion of the districts in which
the thresholds are exceeded. The map of T0 depicts the proportion
of each district that is infected with BWB. The map of T25 depicts
the proportion of each district with a severe yield loss (>25%). Both
maps show a similar spatial pattern. On the T0 map, BWB seems to
be concentrated in Northern Uganda, where in most districts more
than 50% of the area was infected, often at a severe level. In contrast, the South-West and East seem to be relatively better off, as
BWB is present everywhere but predominantly at low levels.
3.6. Accuracy of predictions
The accuracy of the predictions are quantiﬁed using crossvalidation. The calculated differences between observed and
predicted values for both methods are shown in Fig. 5. As expected,
the mean error for both methods is close to zero. The Mean Error for
the geostatistical method is 9.6 × 10−4 for T0 and 8.7 × 10−4 for T25.
For the conventional method the Mean Errors are smaller, namely
4.4 × 10−11 for T0 and 3.0 × 10−15 for T25. In any case, the Mean
Errors are negligibly small compared to the Root Mean Squared
Errors, which are 0.30 for T0 and 0.30 for T25 for the geostatistical

method, against 0.36 for T0 and 0.34 for T25 for the conventional
method. Note also that the cross-validation errors for the geostatistical method are clearly centered around a single mean value,
whereas those for the conventional method appear to have several
peaks.
4. Discussion
4.1. Proxies instead of measurements of disease incidence
A serious limitation of many surveys is that they do not directly
measure disease incidence but instead rely on proxies which could
be related to e.g., the occurrence of the pathogen or yield loss. This
was also the case for this study on BWB incidence. The survey was
recorded on the basis of a farmer recall of yield loss due to BWB.
The advantage of the use of proxies is that with the same amount
of resources the number of observations can be larger compared
to surveys where the disease incidence is actually measured. The
results of the survey were interpreted in this study through two
indicators T0 and T25. The methodology that is being proposed
allows for a useful evaluation of these two indicators but does not
provide information on the quality of the proxies and subsequent
indicators. To properly asses the quality of the patterns of BWB in
the East African highlands the proxies need to be validated.
4.2. High resolution prediction maps
The methodology allows to map patterns of BWB in the East
African highlands at a relatively high resolution using indicator
regression kriging, despite limitations of the initial survey dataset.
Both T0 and T25 show similar disease patterns, indicating that BWB
is a serious problem in the north of Uganda. In all other countries
BWB is also present but mostly at lower levels. Both disease pattern
maps are to a large extent the result of the regression analysis, as
becomes apparent when comparing the regression maps with the
prediction maps. It is hard to quantify precisely how much of the
prediction is determined by regression and how much by kriging
as the ratio varies throughout the study area. Overall, regression
explains more of the variance of the observations than kriging, as
the standard deviation of the regression values for T0 is 0.27 and the
standard deviation of kriging values 0.06. Convenience sampling
resulted in large areas that were not sampled. The semivariogram
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Fig. 5. Differences calculated by cross-validation of predicted and observed values of BWB in the East African highlands. Differences calculated with geostatistical and
conventional methods for T0 (a) and T25 (b).

of the residuals of the logistic regression had a relatively short range
of 14 km for T0 and 12 km for T25. This makes it practically impossible to interpolate towards areas with no observation points. In
those areas, the predictions are entirely determined by the regression surface. The kriging effect is shown by the circular patches on
the maps, with lower and higher values than the regression maps.
4.3. Spatial aggregation of high resolution maps
The prediction maps (Fig. 3c and d) show that BWB is
widespread at varying intensity. Spatial aggregation of these maps
(Fig. 3e and f) allows policy makers to prioritize, target disease
management policies and allocate agricultural extension work. For
example, a policy maker could attempt to manage BWB by intervening once a certain proportion of a district has exceeded a severe
level. Alternatively, a policy maker could contain the spread of the
disease by targeting districts that have low levels of BWB but border
districts with high levels. Obviously many other control strategies
are possible as well as different threshold maps, where in this study
only T0 and T25 were chosen.
4.4. Comparison of aggregated and conventional maps
The spatially aggregated maps (Fig. 3e and f) can be compared to
the maps made with the conventional method of averaging samples
(Fig. 3a and b). A number of differences become apparent as a result
of the comparison:
• The aggregated maps cover all 83 districts in the study area, while
the conventional maps cover 62 districts only. This is because
indicator regression kriging predicts everywhere, while conventionally only values are predicted for sampled districts. Policy
makers could beneﬁt from the additional information for 21 districts.
• The conventional maps (Fig. 3a and b) indicate that BWB is not
present in 24 out of 62 districts. In contrast, the aggregated maps
(Fig. 3e and f) predict BWB to be present in all districts. There
are even some districts in Uganda where the conventional map
indicates that BWB is absent, while the aggregated maps predict

the disease to be widely spread and in some cases even exceeding
the severe level. This is because all responses in those 24 districts
were negative, while positive responses in neighboring districts
by deﬁnition do not inﬂuence the conventional maps. However,
the aggregated maps get positive scores through regression and
because kriging interpolated across district borders. This result
could make policy makers realize spatial spread of BWB is not
restricted by administrative borders.
• The aggregated maps present a more gradual pattern than the
conventional maps. This pattern results to a large extent from
the regression of mostly smooth covariates. It also results from
the kriging, as observations are clustered and the inﬂuence of a
cluster decreases when moving away from it.
The large differences in maps made with the same data but with
different methods (i.e., conventional and geostatistical) underline
the importance of the selection of the methodology. The differences between the methodologies for the sampled 62 districts are
presented in Fig. 6. From the ﬁgure it appears that the larger the
number of observations within a district the more the predicted
district values resemble those calculated by conventional averaging. Indeed the Spearman rank correlation between the number of
observations per district and the absolute differences in predictions
using conventional and geostatistical approaches was negative
(r = −0.52 in the case of T0 and r = −0.17 in the case of T25), although
only in the case of T0 was it signiﬁcantly different from zero (Pvalue = 2.0 × 10−5 ).
4.5. Quality of high resolution and aggregated maps
Accurate maps on disease patterns are of high importance.
Indicator regression kriging is able to deal with some of the speciﬁc limitations of the survey data. The cross-validation (Fig. 5)
gave some idea about the quality of the predictions. It showed
that the Root Mean Squared Error of the geostatistical methodology is slightly smaller than that obtained with the conventional
method. The cross-validation results should be interpreted with
care because the observations were clustered, implying that the
so-obtained accuracy measures may not be a realistic assess-
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a

b

Fig. 6. Scatter plots of aggregated predictions of BWB disease per district in the East African highlands in terms of T0 (a) and T25 (b). Predictions obtained with the geostatistical
method on the x-axis, with the conventional method on the y-axis. Size of open circles increases with the number of surveyed farms located within the district.

ment of the true map accuracy. Unfortunately, no independently
collected validation data were available to validate the maps.
Therefore we recommend collecting independent data for validation in future, preferably with locations selected using probability
sampling. Cross-validation provides useful information, but it cannot compete with a truly independent, design-based validation
(e.g., Knotters and Brus, 2013).
4.6. Limitations of the dataset
The dataset was not collected according to a well-deﬁned sampling design, but instead clustered with large spatial gaps (e.g.,
preferential or convenience sampling). Where the clusters were
situated the kriging had a marked inﬂuence on the ﬁnal predictions, while further away from observation locations regression
took over. In principle, indicator regression kriging can handle these
type of datasets, but more accurate maps would probably be generated if the observations would be more uniformly distributed
(Stein and Ettema, 2003). However, a uniformly distributed sampling design would have practical complications as the study area is
very large and some parts are difﬁcult to access. As we have shown,
maps of covariates partly ﬁll in the gaps that result from the clustered sampling pattern, and thereby decrease the need for regular
sampling. Additional research is recommended to exploit relationships between disease incidence and environmental variables, in an
effort to identify additional and more informative environmental
maps that could then act as covariates.
A large short distance variability in observations was found,
which could be incorporated in future survey designs. Observations at larger support (i.e., the area or volume over which a
measurement is made) would possibly resolve this issue, as local
variation is removed when observations are averaged over larger
areas (Goovaerts, 1997).
No standard diagnostics were used to assess BWB, instead it
was determined on farmer recall. This may introduce measurement error as an expected estimate of yield loss is difﬁcult to make.
This was also shown by a study on a cassava disease in Burundi
and Rwanda (Bouwmeester et al., 2012), that used three datasets
for mapping and concluded that results between resulting maps

were quite different, despite the fact that the datasets considered
the same disease. Measurement error could perhaps be reduced
by using standard diagnostics and clear and unambiguous instructions.
4.7. Limitations of the methodology
The variable of interest could not be transformed to normality
because of the many zeros and odd distribution, while ordinary and
regression kriging are tailored to the normal distribution (Hengl
et al., 2004; Diggle and Robeiro, 2007). Our solution was to use
indicator kriging, a widely accepted and applied method that has
proven useful in many applications, also in our case. However, there
has been criticism on the method, especially on regression indicator kriging (Papritz, 2009). A statistical more elegant and robust
method is Generalized Linear Geostatistical Modelling (Diggle and
Robeiro, 2007). However, practical application of this methodology
is cumbersome and computationally intensive, and it is unclear
whether it can adequately deal with dependent variables that
exhibit strong spatial dependence (Kempen et al., 2012). From a
practical application point of view indicator regression kriging is
preferred, but it is worthwhile to consider alternative approaches
and compare methods and results using independent validation.
4.8. Implications for disease mapping and control
Efﬁcient use of resources to target investments in the extension of disease management and contingency measures to avoid the
spread of diseases rely on proper disease mapping. There has been
signiﬁcant research on optimal sampling designs of surveys (e.g.,
Stein and Ettema, 2003; De Gruijter et al., 2007), but practice learns
that for various reasons nearly all surveys have limitations. This is
particularly true for disease mapping, where infestation levels or
impacts are difﬁcult to observe. In addition, we often see signiﬁcant
short-distance variability. The current paper shows how geostatistical techniques can be used to overcome some of these problems.
This allows for a better use of existing surveys or of surveys that
are collected for different purposes. However, we also showed that
relatively simple adaptations to surveys may improve results, e.g.,
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by making sure that observations are done under a broader range
of environmental circumstances (to allow for a better derivation of
correlations with auxiliary information) or a reasonable coverage
of the study area (to provide a better basis for interpolation). A general problem for the interpretation of survey results remains if crop
diseases are observed through proxy variables like yield loss, the
occurrence of symptoms, or, like in this study, the estimated yield
loss. A veriﬁcation of the relation between the proxy variable and
the actual disease incidence is required for a proper interpretation
of the resulting disease maps and their quality.
In all cases it is important to study the survey data and identify
the limitations before subsequent analysis, like spatial interpolation or aggregation. By recognizing the limitations, the subsequent
analysis can be adapted to deal with these and to develop best
possible disease maps. These maps can subsequently be used for
contingency, extension of disease management and for yield forecasting (El Jarroudi et al., 2012).
5. Conclusions
The design of regional surveys on disease spread is often suboptimal for mapping purposes. We apply a method that overcomes
some of these problems and generates high-resolution maps of the
spatial distribution of crop diseases from regional survey datasets
and spatially exhaustive environmental covariates. The maps show
that the disease bacterial wilt of banana is widespread on farms
throughout the entire study area with locally severe impacts, especially in Uganda. The maps are more accurate than those generated
with conventional methods, because environmental maps and spatial correlation are incorporated as covariates, and because the
disease incidence is predicted for the entire study area, including
districts without observations. The method can deal with imperfect statistical properties and imperfect spatial sampling designs
but depends on the quality of proxies that are being used. The
high-resolution maps can provide a valuable basis for contingency
measures or the extension of proper disease control.
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